
The Ultimate Guide to Landing Page 
Optimization — Part 3 

How to Make 33% More Revenue 
by Running Special Promotions



Holiday and Special Offer Pages!


Ezra back here with you. And in part 3 of this 4-part training series on how to double 
your conversions, we're talking about holiday and special offer pages. I'm going to break 
down some of the top pages we're using, how we're use them and why they're 
working.  

If you look specifically at how much money our business is making from emails — which 
is about about 30% of our total revenue — 18% of that (or $3 million) came from 
broadcast campaigns that went specifically to special promo pages. And that does 
not include the revenue that came from advertisements that also went to these special 
promo pages.  



When I estimate how much of my total business depends on special promo pages, 
holiday sales pages or the sale campaigns that we're running once a month, I estimate 
that they’re responsible for about a quarter of our revenue. So, it’s very important that 
you understand how to design theses lucrative landing pages. 

As you can see here, these are the emails that we send out that are all leading to 
special promo pages as well as the money the generated. So let's talk about the 
strategy we use for these pages and then we'll look at specific examples of individual 
pages that we've been using in the special promo and holiday sales page category.  

The first thing I want to show you are the BOOM! holiday logo experiments:  

25% of Our Revenue
Comes From These Pages



Something we do every time we run a sale campaign is that we create a custom logo 
that's specific to that sale campaign. Now I want you to ask yourself, what is your 
favorite of these particular logos we created for our anniversary sale? 

Our favorite was number 6. This exercise is just giving you some insight into how we do 
branding when we're running these sale campaigns. And by the way as a business 
owner should be running a sale once a month or once every six weeks — I don't care 
how big your community is.  

If you've got 50 people on your email list, 100 people on your email list, 300 people on 
your email list, you know, 400 people on your retargeting list, it doesn't matter. If you 
run these discount promo campaigns once every six weeks, your business will 
grow.  
 

Holiday Logo Experiments



Once we pick a thematic logo, we use it across all the ads, across all the emails 
and across all the landing pages for that particular campaign.  

Email & Advertising Funnels 
We start with a Facebook video advertisement that leads to a special promotion 
page or holiday sales page, that then leads a user to a product offer page, that then 
leads them to their checkout experience, which in our case is includes upsells and 
things like that.  

We will also email folks to that same page, so we have two sources of visibility 
advertising and emails leading to the same holiday page:  



Advertising Your Sale 
I’m also going to breakdown the advertising side of holiday sales pages for you, 
because I think when it comes to special promotion pages, the advertising is very 
important.  

So we retarget people who visited the page, but didn't buy yet. And you'll notice that a 
ton of our revenue comes from people who visited the promo page during the 
campaign, but didn't buy during these campaigns. And they buy only after we retarget 
them to get them back to see it.  

You can see we spent $3,000 to generate $35,000 in revenue on that particular group 
of people who were the folks who we had emailed or run ads to, to see our special 
promotion, who didn't buy the first time.  
 



 

Since these special promotion pages are going to be so important for your business and 
they're going to be worth about 25% of your overall revenue, it makes sense to really 
understand the winning elements of holiday sales campaigns like Black Friday and 
Cyber Monday, plus special promotion pages like new item announcements. So let’s 
break down some examples of actual promotions we've run in the past and how 
we've done it. First let's take a look at:  

New Product  
Announcement Pages 

The first page I want to look at is a new item announcement page, because every 
product brand is going to introduce new items and you should do it too. You should be 
trying to introduce a new item every one to four months, because the more 
products that you have, the better you'll be able to increase your lifetime customer value 
by offering new and relevant items to people who've bought from you in the past. 

I'll show you some of the elements on our page that made it work so well. We'll look at 
the emails. We'll look at the ads. We'll look at the revenue and we will break down the 
page. Then we'll move on to the other special offer pages I want to show you.  

Sticky Header 
The first thing we have is called a sticky header. So we coded the call-to-action 
button of "Get This Offer" to stay at the top of the page even as you scroll down, 
which really helps people click that call-to-action, because no matter what they're 
consuming as they're scrolling down the page, they can always very easily click a button 
to take them right to where they can actually add a product to their cart.  



Countdown Timer 
The other thing we have one this header is a scarcity countdown timer. This particular 
offer was a three day sale, but I've set it up so that in this image you see the evergreen 
countdown of 24 hours. This is a visual way to show that this discount is only 
available for a limited time. And we repeat that scarcity element in a couple of 
different places on the special promotion page. 
 

Buy Box:  
Benefits, Hero Shot & Add to Cart Button 

Next as we scroll down, we have a headline, a hero shot of the product, an actual buy 
box with some features and benefits, a quantity selector where you can actually add 
more than one of these items, and an “Add to Cart” button. And we found that about 
10% of users added more than one item to their order, even though it was only a 
one item sale. We gave them the opportunity to buy in bulk, and they did.  



Next we have some hero shots showing the product in different formats, which is 
very important. Another call-to-action button. Some unique selling proposition 
images: Cruelty free, made in the U.S. A., 100% natural. These images are talking 
about the unique selling propositions of our product.  

The elements of this page are what I want to point out because the design is 
somewhat irrelevant. Yes, this is my design and it converts very well, but elementally, 
what you're seeing is a sticky header, a call-to-action as you scroll down. Scarcity, a 
headline, a hero shot of the product, a buy a box, more sales images, some unique 
selling propositions in image format, a little bit more sales copy, a money back 
guarantee, and then a repeating of the buy box and scarcity elements. And then as you 
add the product to the cart, you're able to then move on and check out.  

Elements Matter More Than Design



How We Doubled Our Order Value 
We did $80,000 in revenue for this particular sale which ran from July 30th all the way 
through August 5th, and we had a 12% conversion rate on this page.  

$80,000 is great for a brand new product that was only sold to past customers, but 
what’s interesting about this sale is that the product itself only costs $36. But the 
average order value on this particular sale was $78. So why did the average order more 
than double what was actually on offer on the page here of $36?  

Here’s the reason: we gave people the ability for a pre-purchase order bump by offering 
them multiple quantities and before the order was over, we offered them a post-
purchase one click upsell of another relevant product. So we actually offered two post-
purchases and one click upsell.  

This New Product Announcement page converted very well, so let's now move on to the 
Valentine's Day sales campaign we ran this year. Let's take a look. It worked really, 
really well for us and you'll notice some similar elements from the other special 
promotion page: 



Now, this is a very specific holiday sales page, but the elements of the page are quite 
similar. We have our header that tells you what the sale is, what the discount is, and it 
has our scarcity timer. We've got our hero shot, and notice the customized logo that we 
said we do for each sale campaign. We have a headline, a sub-headline, some hero 
shots of our products, and then a call-to-action button that scrolls you down to a single 
item offer box that also has a quantity selector, and some unique selling propositions 
under the "Add to Cart" button. 

Valentine’s Day Weekend Sale



But Wait, There’s More! 
Now what's interesting about this particular sale is that when you click the "Add to Cart" 
button here, you don't actually get taken to the checkout. You get taken to what's 
called a pre-purchase order bump. And this is something that we looked at previously 
in an earlier video.  

We've got a progress bar here that lets you know that you're on stage two of this 
particular sale campaign. This is their opportunity to save even more by picking up 
another product at a discount. And this is the pre-purchase order bump we take folks 
over to before the shopping cart page:  



And when we look at the emails, you will see how similar they are to the landing 
page: using thematic images in those emails; using a call-to-action button in the email; 
explaining what the sale is; even copying elements of the product offer page: 
  

Valentine’s Day Promo Email



BOOM!’s Summer Sale 
We did another sale that was very similar to one I showed you earlier. What's interesting 
is that we've actually reused a similar strategy here. This summer sale performed 
extremely well, but notice that on page one in this case, we're actually offering a pre-
purchase order bump right on page one:  
 

We're incentivizing you to purchase more than one product by giving you a discount, 
and about 35% of people ordered two or three masks during this sale. So by 
offering more than one — by offering a discount on a bundle and telling them how much 
they saved — we were able to increase our average order value.  



And then when you click "Add to Cart" button, you're directed this page, which has a 
single item offer box offering you our next most popular product after the one that 
you just bought: 

Single Item Upsell Page: 

Unlike the Valentine’s Day Strategy… 
Unlike the Valentine’s Day sale which was a single item offer box and then on page two 
was a pre-purchase order bump with three options, in this particular sale event page 
one was a pre-purchase order bump and then page two was just a single item offer box.  

You can use either strategy and be very successful on your special promotion pages. 
We've done it both ways and both work extremely well, because notice that the 
elements are very similar: Scarcity, headline, offer box, call-to-action, pre-purchase 
order bumps, long form left right copy, and a lot of product imagery. 



Black Friday & Cyber Monday 
Now, I want to show you the mother of all sales: your Black Friday and Cyber Monday 
sale. This year we sent like 25 emails over 30 days, which worked really well. You can't 
email too much. And all emails went to this page here, which had many of the same 
familiar elements: 



In this case, we did a custom video specific to this page, and we actually used GIF 
imagery in the emails. We’re finding out that we were getting much higher click-
through rates in our emails that used GIFs.  

Once you click to the landing page, we are again including pre-purchase order bumps to 
increase our average order value, and the way did it here is we actually offered bundles. 
You got an extra 5% off if you order a bundle.  

Advertising Results 

This customer testimonial was one of the 
ads that we ran to people who visited this 
particular page but didn't purchase and who 
were not already fans of ours.  

And if we actually look at the AdSense, we 
spent $3,000 to generate $35,000. And for 
people who were fans, we made about 4 to 1 
ROI. Even the ads to people who watched 
some of the video had a real high ROI.  

 

All in all the return on investment was very high from an advertising perspective 
and from an email perspective.  



 
And these are just a few ideas for you to copy. There are so many other possible 
ways that you're going to be using special promo pages. Every time you run a holiday 
sale, every time you release a new product, every time that you run any kind of special 
promotion. 

It's my very strong opinion that you should run a sale or a special promotion or a 
holiday, some kind of offer every four to six weeks in your business. And don't consider 
it a done deal once someone has bought from you one time during a sale.  

Incentivize Repeat Purchases! 
We actually created messaging for folks who'd bought once already and we 
communicated with them differently than people who had yet to buy during that sale. 
What we did was we incentivized people to make a second, third, fourth, or fifth 
purchase by offering them an extra discount for their second order. And we were able 
to get nearly 10% of buyers during our Black Friday sale to purchase a second 
time, which was a huge win for the campaign. And nearly 10% of people who bought 
twice actually came back and bought a third time!  

If you look at these statistics here, you can see that we had 26,000 people who bought 
once and 2,000 people who bought twice, and about 200 people bought three times. 
And the way we did this was we offered them a special discount and coupled that with a 
deadline.  



 
 

Our 2X Buyer Email 
Here's an example of the type of the email that went out to people during a sale 
campaign after they had bought one time. Consider what I'm saying here: when 
you're running a special promotion, you're running a special sale, you can actually 
market during that sale campaign to people who've actually bought from that sale one 
time already. We were able to get folks who had bought once to buy twice. 10% of those 
people buy, incentivizing them and offering them even bigger discount in their 
second order.  



 
And one thing to remember about sale campaigns is that deadlines really work. We 
generated about $200,000 in revenue in the last two days from people who had 
not bought during the entire sale sequence. That means these people received 20 
some odd emails between Black Friday and about December 20th and still had not 
made a purchase. But because the offer was going away, and because the shipping 
deadline was fast approaching, they made a decision to buy. That’s why every one of 
our special promotion pages has scarcity on it because: deadlines work!  

People are bombarded with information. They get thousands of emails, they get 
Facebook messages, they see ads, texts, Instagram and everything else, and having a 
strong deadline really helps you to incentivize people to take action.  

In many ways, special promotion pages are just another kind of product offer 
page. They're just a special promotion page or a holiday sale campaign that might be 
offering more than one product at a time, like a discount on a collection of products.  

So I highly recommend you incorporate these holiday sales pages and special promo 
pages into your business, because when you do you will get results. Thanks for reading 
part 3 of this training series on how to double your conversions.  

Click here for the full video of this training:  
 

Meet me in the next video
for PART 4 of this training!

Go to the Training Video

https://zipify.com/zp-video-3-special-promo-pages/
https://zipify.com/zp-video-3-special-promo-pages/

